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Feature location (a.k.a., concern location or concept assignment) [BMW94, KBL18, RC13]
is one of the most common tasks of developers. During maintenance and evolution of
software systems, developers typically need to identify the exact locations in a codebase
where specific features are implemented. Unfortunately, feature location is a laborious and
error-prone task, since developers’ knowledge of features and their location fades over time,
development teams change, and features are often scattered across the codebase. To this end,
many automated feature location techniques have been proposed, which aim to retroactively
recover features. Unfortunately, these techniques have not found any relevant adoption in
practice, mainly since they are difficult to set up, recover only coarse-grained locations,
produce too many false positives, and require large training datasets. Furthermore, they
typically require developers to write complex search queries for features.

We follow a different strategy in addressing the feature location problem. We advocate
recording features during development, when their location is still fresh in a developer’s mind.
We use embedded code annotations [SMB20] which developers can use to proactively record
features and their locations. Then, when the need arises, developers can quickly lookup
the feature locations—as opposed to performing the laborious and error-prone manual or
automated feature location. Still, developers easily forget to annotate code, and annotations
can become outdated during maintenance and evolution, for instance, when code is refactored.

We present FeatRacer [Mu23, Ab18], which foster proactive recording of feature locations
by recommending features to developers. FeatRacer learns the developer’s feature recording
practices within the project, thereby training machine-learning-based classifiers, and reminds
the developer about potentially missing features or when they forget to annotate code. Code
can be annotated and recommended at three levels of granularity: folder, file and code
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fragment level. FeatRacer’s machine-learning classifiers then rely on metrics we designed
to measure code-level and process characteristics of specific features. While engineering
these metrics, we found that data considering process-related metrics, such as contributions
made by specific developers show a higher correlation with the prediction performance of
FeatRacer than commit-related metrics, such as number of lines added. When FeatRacer
finds non-annotated code during a commit, its machine-learning classifiers can predict
which feature it implements based on the its metrics.

We show that FeatRacer outperforms traditional automated feature location based on Latent
Semantic Indexing (LSI) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)—which are two of the
most common techniques used for feature location recovery—when predicting features for
4,650 commit changesets from the histories of 16 open-source projects. On 16 open-source
projects FeatRacer showed a 3x higher precision and a 4.5x higher recall than LSI and LDA,
with an average precision and recall of 89.6 %. Furthermore, FeatRacer is already effective
in predicting feature locations when only as few as five features are introduced in a project.

Data Availability

An online appendix with FeatRacer, our used datasets, implementation of LSI and LDA,
and evaluation data can be found online [On23].
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